A new conservative algorithm for both parallel and sequential simulation of networks is described The technique is motivated by the construction of a high performance simulator for ATM networks. It permits very fast execution of models of ATM systems, both sequentially and in parallel. A simple analysis of the performance of the system is made. Initial performance results from parallel and sequential implementations are presented and compared with comparable results from aa optimistic TimeWarp based simulator. It is shown that the conservative simulator pe$orms well when the "density" of messages in the simulated system is high, a condition which is likely to hold in many interesting ATM scenarios.
Introduction
ATM is a recent standard for broadband communications [3, 7] . It is a rate independent system which uses fixed size (53 byte) cells for all transmission. The motivation of this work is the need to simulate large numbers of cells in ATM systems. Such simulations, which need to explicitly model the passage of cells through the fabric of switches and over the physical communications links, are particularly demanding for a number of reasons. There are indications that it is necessary to simulate in the order of lo9 to 10l2 cells in one run to measure some effects such as cell loss rates. Also the models of ATM at the individual cell level have very low compute grains. For example ATM-TN a detailed ATM model produced by the Telesim project [ 151 has average per simulation event granularities of 17 peconds on a Sparc-2 55MHz CPU [ll] . These granularities are close to the per event overheads that can be expected from sequential simulators. For example, the sequential simulator used to obtain the granularities has a measured per event overhead in the range of 11 to 18 microseconds (depending on the size of the event list).
The need for large numbers of high fidelity simulation events motivates the requirements for a high performance simulator. The low granularities imply that any simulator must be very efficient with per event overheads close to those of the best sequential simulators. Results reported later will show that expected simulation scenarios have significant available parallelism. Thus there is a strong motivation to construct parallel simulators to take advantage of this. The difficulty here is to keep the overheads low enough that the parallelism can be effectively used. To this end the conservative simulator is designed for a shared memory multiprocessor environment. This follows the lead of recent TimeWarp parallel simulators [8] .
Any such simulation splits into two main parts: the models of the ATM switches, access points and links; and the models of the traffic generators. This paper is concemed mainly with the interior ATM objects and not so much with the traffic generators. There are two reasons for this: the ATM part is by far the most compute intensive; and it is more stereotyped and consistent than the generators. ATM-TN is a generic cell-level ATM model [15] . The model deals with individual cells and passage through switches. As well it includes high-level models of TCP/IP, World-Wide-Web traffic, and self-similar traffic [1, 2] . The current work is based around this model.
The proposed algorithm belongs to the class of conservative simulations. These, by definition, block until a process can ensure that it will not violate causality by processing the next event [lo] . Nil messages, as proposed by Chandy and Misra [5, 13] , provide a method for communicating processes to exchange information regarding the lower bound on the time stamps of future messages. The effectiveness of nil messages depends greatly on the amount of lookahead available [9] . This is apparently application dependent [14, 16] proposed a "carrier null message" approach. In this approach, an additional field is included to the nil message so that a process can identify a nil message initiated by itself. When such a message is detected, the blocking is ended. The effectiveness of this approach depends on how much earlier such a carrier can be detected compared to regular nil messages. Although performance speedup can be observed in certain cases with these approaches, the applicability of these to large complicated communication networks (eg ATM) remains unknown.
In the next section the simulation algorithm itself is described, together with both sequential and parallel implementations. Section 3 focuses on a key data structure and its optimisation. Section 4 considers the theoretical performance of the conservative simulator and compares this with event based simulators including Timewarp. As well actual performance results from a toy problem on a distributed version of the conservative simulator are reported together with comparable results from a TimeWarp based simulator. Initial results from a full port of ATM-TN are also provided. The paper concludes with a summary.
Simulator
In the simulator all processes receive (0 or more) input links and generate (0 or more) output links. Messages are sent down links between processes. Each message has a send and receive time. The critical part of the proposed algorithm is that each time a process is executed it merges all its input lists and executes one event for each incoming message, this continues until one of the input links is empty where-upon the process suspends. Because the merge is done in time order the process suspends on the earliest empty link, the earliest time that a message can be received down that link is the process's current time (CT).
The generic simulation algorithm is: This algorithm is different from many event driven simulators, in that, when a process is selected for execution it consumes all of its incoming messages before suspending. That is, scheduling is not done on an event by event basis. In the worst case no event will be executed when a process is selected, although the current time of the process may be advanced which will cause the time on the output links to also advance. Such an "empty" execution corresponds roughly to a nil message in a Chandy-Misra conservative simulator It is assumed that the links are monotonic -that is messages are received in the order of their receive times which is the same order that they are sent (physically this can be interpreted as "messages cannot pass each other in the links"). Of concern is the lookahead of each link which is the minimum difference between the receive and send time of a message. This must be positive (it may be 0 in some cases), and in many interesting cases will be non-zero.
Consider a simulation model as a directed graph where the links are arcs and the processes are nodes. The arcs are labelled with the lookahead of the link. For any loop (sequence of nodes and arcs that arrives back where it starts) the loop time (LT) is the sum of the lookaheads along the loop. The Minimum Lookahead Time (MLT) for a link or process is the minimum LT of any loop which passes through the link or process. I will assume that no process (and by implication link) has a zero MLT. In particular all ATM models will be seen to have nonzero MLTs.
The algorithm above can be executed by randomly selecting a process, executing it, and then selecting the next process and so on. So long as this process is fairthat is every process is eventually selected for executionthen it is easily shown that the simulator will make progress (the GVT or minimum time of any unprocessed message in the system will increase). The problem is to minimise the overheads of suspension, that is, the aim is to maximise the number of events executed and minimise the number of suspensions.
Sequential Execution
The first (sequential) algorithm always schedules (one of) the processes with the smallest CT. In such a simulator the best that any process can do is to advance its simulation time by its MLT on each executiodsuspension cycle'. If the MLT of the i'th process is given by MLTi then a lower bound for the average number of suspensions per simulation time unit, C, will be:
The process of scheduling on the basis of the CT is susceptible to many optimisations. Given that the processes can be scheduled at random, clearly scheduling on the basis of the CTs can be sloppy and still the algorithm will work. Note that selecting for execution on the basis of CT is different from using an event list (in particular, the times used for scheduling may correspond to no actual events in the system and the number of entries in the scheduling list is always equal to the number of processes in the system).
Static Schedules
Another possible algorithm is to have a loop in which each process is executed exactly once. This will clearly be sub optima1 if the processes have differing MLTs -those with large MLTs will be executed too often. However, it seems that static schedules in which a process appears in inverse proportion to its MLT can approach close to the lower bound. The example systems in Figure 1 have close to optimum static schedules. In 'Consider the loop passing through the process that has the minimum LT. Assume that all the incoming links along the loop other than the one under consideration have minimum receive times that axe infinite (or sufficiently far in the future that they do not contribute to the minimum). Then the minimum receive time on the incoming link will be equal to the sum of the lookaheads around the loop, that is, the MLT.
It is this time that will limit the advance of the process when it is executed. Clearly the overheads of such static schedules can be made very small. It is not necessary to maintain an event list or any dynamic data structure. For small numbers of processes they could be directly compiled as an unrolled sequence of procedure calls.
Parallel Execution

Optimized
Consider a distributed system where the processes are each mapped to a processor. A static schedule can be followed locally on each processor. In the limit when each process is mapped to one processor the static schedule will be the repeated execution of the same process. In this case the process is effectively polling its input links.
For ATM systems this parallel case (with all processes mapped to their own processor) may be more efficient than the sequential one. The critical process, that is the one that on average runs the slowest may never suspend, as the other (lightly loaded) processes will run faster than the critical one and so the critical process will always have messages on all its' input links. Thus the critical part of the computation will be essentially free from any suspension overheads, it will spend all its time executing in the user modelling code.
Link Data-structures
A key data-structure in any simulator based on these ideas is the one that holds the messages in the links. It should allow fast insertion and extraction of events and also be able to be shared between processes in a parallel system. The sharing is made easier by the fact that only two processes ever access the link -the sender and the receiver. The rest of this section consists of a series of refinements of an initial simple data structure. The refinements are designed to give greater efficiency and to provide effects such as bounding the time advance of the sending process. It is notable that the resulting data structure does not need any locking to work correctly, thus avoiding one important source of overheads. This code works correctly even in the case where the sender and receiver are running in parallel. In this case Top is modified only by the sender and is read by the receiver. Bottom is used only by the receiver. To ensure correct parallel execution the order of assignments in send is important, in particular Top must be assigned after all the other fields have been set up. As well storing a pointer or a time-stamp must be an atomic operation.
Linked-list
The first optimisation is to make the length of the list in the link constant. This achieves two things: it removes the overheads of allocating and deallocating links and it also allows the length of the list to be used as a flow control mechanism. For example, a process with no input links (a message generator) will have to suspend if its output links become full. Fixing the length allows the next fields to be initialised so that the list forms a circular loop and thus next need never be updated. There is one major change needed to the code for send to ensure that Top does not over-run Bottom (that is that too many messages are not inserted onto the link). This also means that the sender must be prepared to deal with the send function returning an indicator that the message cannot be sent -in this case the sender must suspend. The other code change is to initialise which now creates a fixed loop of links. This code works correctly in parallel.
The final optimisation is to put all the links adjacent to one another in a single block of memory. The main advantage of this is that it minimises cache misses when accessing the messages. The only code that needs to be changed is the initialise function (this is left as an exercise for the reader).
Two further refinements have been dded to the implementation, First, links from an LP back to itself are treated specially -it is not necessary to delay on them when they are empty. Second, LPs forming a cycle of small LT can be clustered into a single LP. This optimisation has great impact on ATM-TN because a switch in ATM-TN is modeled by a number of LPs, which exchange control signals with small lookaheads forming low MLT loops.
Performance
Comparison With Event Driven Simulators
It is possible to make a simple comparison between the amount of computing expected in the type of conservative system outlined above and other event driven simulators such as Timewarp. Let E be the maximum number of events possible in one (simulated) time unit, x the cost of doing one suspension, E the cost of executing one event and h be a parameter that expresses the fraction of the maximum possible number of messages that are actually sent. Then the total cost of advancing one simulated time unit in the conservative scheme is given by the expression: t , = h E + X C F~~ an event driven system the cost is proportional such as TimeWarp where the per event overheads will be higher than the conservative system because of the need to do state saving and rollback. only to the number of events: to = h E
Figure
Empirical Results
Clearly as A decreases the event driven system will eventually win out over the conservative as the costs of an event driven system are proportional to the number of events. The per event overheads of the conservative simulator will be inversely proportional to A -an effect which is clearly seen in the empirical results below. This analysis is generous to real parallel event driven systems
The conservative simulator was implemented on a SPARC-1000 platform with 8 55MHZ Sparc processors. An initial series of experiments were conducted to collect performance measurements from the proposed mechanism in order to compare against a standard event list based sequential simulator, as well as a parallel simulator based on Time Warp. The benchmark used was a 4-dimensional hypercube communication network. Upon receiving a message, a node forwards the message, with an exponential delay with mean 1.2, to a neighbouring node. The selection of a destination node is random. The transit time on each link is set constant to 1.2 time units. As in ATM systems it is assumed that a message prevents another message being sent for one time unit. The experiments use various message populations, ranging from 1 to 1000. Thus the number of pending events per process will vary from 1/16 to 64.
The event granularity for the basic sequential simulation varied from 11 psecs to 18 psecs (for a large event list). It is difficult to separate the user code and the simulator overheads but the user code takes about 4 p e c s (mainly for random number generation). A spin-loop is also employed in some cases to investigate the impact of larger event grains.
The average execution time per event versus the message population is shown for a single processor in Fig. 4a . Following the theoretical predictions above, the execution time per event for the conservative simulator increases as the message popu lation decreases. The execution time for the sequential and TimeWarp simulators show an opposite trend increasing slightly as the message population increases -this is probably caused mainly by an increase in the size of the event list (the sequential simulator uses a splay tree and the TimeWarp simulator a calendar queue).
The other three subgraphs of Fig 4 show the overhead on 2, 4 and 8 processors. The performance of the conservative simulator improves smoothly in the parallel execution. Interestingly the TimeWarp simulator has difficulties at low message populations on the parallel runs. There has not been a chance to investigate this more closely but it may indicate the onset of some' form of dynamic instability.
The results from the proposed mechanism are encouraging. Even at very low granularities the conservative mechanism shows speedup over a significant range of message populations. Preliminary estimates indicate that average message populations in ATM simulations will be well above the cross-over where the conservative system performs better than Timewarp. Fig. 5a shows the absolute speedup of the conservative simulator and Time Warp compared to the sequential simulator without any added granularity. Four different message populations, namely, 20, 100, 200 a d 1000, were used. For large message populations, the proposed mechanism shows a speedup of 3.96 when running on 8 processors. Even with moderate message population, eg 100-200, the speedup observed on 8 processors is 2.82. Interestingly, the single processor version of the distributed conservative algorithm shows a slow down of about 37% with a message population of 1000. In principle it should run at about the same speed as the sequential simulator (indeed a sequential implementation of the conservative simulator runs slightly faster than the standard sequential simulator for large message populations). The problem seems to lie in the implementation of the threads package on the Solaris operating system. This requires a system call to access memory which is local to a thread. The structure of the C++ system we are using forces such a call on every send. This seems to account for the slow down (investigations are proceeding on how to avoid this overhead).
In Fig. 5b-d , the same set of experiments are repeated, but with different event granularities. Each figure shows the speedup when a spin-loop of granularity around 10 pS, 100 pS, 1000 pS is added to each event (in addition to the original computation of the application). As seen from the figures, when the granularity increases, the speedup increases. Even with a small increase in event granularity (lops), the speedup is elevated to about 4.91 on 8 processors when message population is high. Recent timing results on an implementation of the ATM-TN model indicates that the average event grains are about 17pS slightly higher than the grain used in Fig 5b. Time Warp also improves its performance drastically on larger event grains, leading to smaller differences between the two techniques. The results here are kind to TimeWarp in that the added compute grains include no provision for any additional state saving overhead.
ATM-TN Port
The full ATM-TN model has been ported to the a parallel version of the new simulator with encouraging preliminary results. A benchmark consisting of a perfectport switch connecting three endnodes has been used to test the system. Two of the endnodes have an ethemet traffic source/sink modules running. The switch has three ports, at 45 Mbps each. The collected data in Table 1 shows that when the load on ethemet is low (k0.045), both the sequential simulator and the Time Warp simulator outperformed the conservative algorithm. However, as the ethemet load increased(M.11 and 0.18), the execution time per event for the conservative simulator decreases greatly while the Time Warp based simulator and sequential simulators remain the same. The real strengh of the conservative simulator appears on executing on multiple processors. In one experiment, the speedup (vs. sequential simulator) on 4 processors is close to 2. 5 
Summary
A new shared memory based conservative simulator has been proposed and implemented. It is capable of exhibiting high efficiencies with overheads on a parallel implementation less than twice that for an optimised sequential simulator. It is well suited to its proposed domain of application in ATM models with its high efficiency overcoming problems of very low compute grain sizes. The parallel simulator compares well with a TimeWarp simulator over a wide range of parameters.
The conservative algorithm relies on a number of features of ATM networks to achieve good performance: all nodes (switches) have a small number of incoming and outgoing links; the capacity of links is limited by the (fixed) length of cells (this ensures a minimum lookahead for links); most "interesting" simulations will have links loaded close to capacity. Clearly the algorithm is not universal as there will be problems where other mechanisms including TimeWarp will outperform it, however, it is well suited to ATM models and similar communications systems which are demanding and economically important. 
